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Abstract—Data sparsity is a common issue for most recommender systems and can severely degrade the usefulness of a system.
One of the most successful solutions to this problem has been cross-domain recommender systems. These frameworks supplement
the sparse data of the target domain with knowledge transferred from a source domain rich with data that is in some way related.
However, there are three challenges that, if overcome, could significantly improve the quality and accuracy of cross-domain
recommendation: 1) ensuring latent feature spaces of the users and items are both maximally matched; 2) taking consideration of
user-item relationship and their interaction in modelling user preference; 3) enabling a two-way cross-domain recommendation that
both the source and the target domains benefit from a knowledge exchange. Hence, in this paper, we propose a novel deep neural
network called Dual Adversarial network for Cross-Domain Recommendation (DA-CDR). By training the shared encoders with a
domain discriminator via dual adversarial learning, the latent feature spaces for both the users and items are maximally matched
between the source and target domains. The domain-specific encoders are applied with an orthogonal constraint to ensure that any
domain-specific features are properly extracted and work as supplement to the shared features. Allowing the two domains to
collaboratively benefit from each other results in better recommendations for both domains. Extensive experiments with real-world
datasets on six tasks demonstrate that DA-CDR significantly outperforms seven state-of-the-art baselines in terms of recommendation
accuracy.

Index Terms—Recommender systems, cross-domain recommendation, collaborative filtering, knowledge transfer
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 IN the era of exploding data, recommender systems are2

being rapidly evolved to rise above the sea of information3

overload and provide users with services to meet their per-4

sonal tastes and requirements [1], [2]. Collaborative filtering5

(CF) has been playing a vital role in this endeavor, whose6

basic assumption is that users who have expressed similar7

tastes in the past will continue to share preferences in the8

future [3]. CF takes advantage of modelling relationships9

between users and items and has achieved competitive per-10

formance, from basic memory-based CF to diverse model-11

based CF, including shallow methods [4], [5] and deep12

learning methods [6], [7].13

Data sparsity, however, has long been one of the most14

challenging issues for any CF method, and, despite the15

information explosion, accessing high-quality labelled data16

is still a considerable issue for real-world applications.17

Without good data, recommendation quality and accuracy18

suffers. Cross-domain recommendation is becoming a rel-19

atively common solution to this problem, with existing20

systems falling into one of two main types. The first type21

uses auxiliary information across two domains, such as user22

reviews [8], social network [9], or semantic knowledge [10]23

to enrich the data used for recommendation. The second24

type is for domains where no auxiliary information is avail-25
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able either. In these cases, methods operate on the basis that 26

users who have similar interests in one domain will also 27

share similar interests in another. For example, if a user 28

has started to use a movie recommender system but with 29

no data, we may learn from his/her historical records in 30

the domain of books and infer that she/he prefers romantic 31

novels. Then the system will find suitable romantic movies 32

to recommend. The same thing can happen in the opposite 33

direction, i.e., a user who just starts looking for books may 34

receive recommendations about science fiction literature, 35

because it is the preference the system infers from the user’s 36

records of a lot of sci-fi movies. Our focus in this paper is on 37

the second category – cross-domain recommender systems 38

where no auxiliary information available. 39

Existing cross-domain recommendation methods add 40

domain adaptation techniques to the pipeline of latent 41

feature matching and alignment, which plays a vital role 42

in promoting knowledge transfer. Some methods involve 43

matrix factorization, where a shared feature space is built by 44

either collectively extracting a shared space [11] or mapping 45

the source feature space to the target [12]. More recently, 46

some deep cross-domain recommender systems have been 47

developed that incorporate attention [13], latent feature 48

matching [14], and hidden layers mapping [7]. As a way 49

to reduce the discrepancy between data distributions in the 50

source and target domains, Bousmalis et al. [15] integrated 51

adversarial learning with deep neural networks. Cross- 52

domain recommender systems with adversarial learning 53

techniques are also developed to learning domain-invariant 54

latent features of users or items [8], [16]. 55

Although these methods have achieved good perfor- 56

mance, three challenging issues remain to be targeted: 1) 57
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The latent feature spaces are often not sufficiently matched58

during the knowledge transfer process. Existing methods59

only match either the user-side or item-side information60

of the latent features, tempered by a strong assumption61

that there will be overlaps between users and items or62

that auxiliary information is available. Both domain-shared63

and domain-specific user/item features are considered in64

this paper, which enables the maximally matching of the65

latent feature spaces from both the user-side and the item-66

side to enhance positive transfer. 2) The interaction between67

users and items are ignored since their latent spaces are68

separately matched. In other words, the rating predictions69

are usually reconstructed using only one-side information70

or average of user-side and item-side. As a result, the model71

will shift in bias and recommendation results will suffer.72

3) Existing cross-domain recommendation methods are able73

to take advantage of a dense source domain and improve74

recommendations in a sparse target domain, but they cannot75

extract enough knowledge for good recommendations from76

two sparse domains. The recent work in [17] conducted77

research on bi-directional knowledge transfer, but they rely78

on item content information for sparse settings. However, in79

our paper, we do not assume the availability of item content80

information. This is an extremely challenging problem, as81

data sparsity severely impairs the accuracy of feature mod-82

elling and the effectiveness of knowledge transfer.83

To meet these three challenges, we propose a novel84

deep cross-domain recommendation method called Dual85

Adversarial Network for Cross-Domain Recommendation86

(DA-CDR). DA-CDR preserves domain-specific information87

while transferring shared knowledge about both users and88

items from the source domain. Shared features are extracted89

from a matched subspace of both user and item-side fea-90

tures, which is accomplished through adversarial learning91

containing a gradient reversal layer and a domain classi-92

fier for each side. In addition to the shared encoders, the93

framework also includes domain-specific encoders that are94

designed to preserve any domain-specific features as a sup-95

plement to the learning process. An orthogonal constraint is96

imposed on both the shared and domain-specific subspace97

to ensure that features in the two spaces remain separate98

and meaningful. Lastly, shared features can be extracted99

and transferred in two-way (benefit both source and target100

domains) for ratings prediction tasks.101

The main innovations and contributions are summa-102

rized:103

• We enhance positive knowledge transfer across do-104

mains by maximally matching the latent feature spaces105

of both the user and item sides through dual adversarial106

training. This method ensures that knowledge from107

both sides is comprehensive and effective to assist the108

target domain recommendation task.109

• We use the extracted shared features and domain-110

specific features from both the user and item-sides111

simultaneously with matrix factorization predictor in112

an end-to-end manner. In this way, we show that shal-113

low cross-domain recommendation methods based on114

matrix factorization can be interpreted as a specializa-115

tion of our proposed DA-CDR, where DA-CDR has116

the ability to model high-level non-linear relationships117

between users/items in two domains.118

• The proposed DA-CDR method achieves two-way 119

transfer to improve the accuracy of recommendation 120

in both the source and target domains collaboratively. 121

In this way, recommendation tasks in both domains 122

benefit from each other, especially when the source 123

domain is also quite sparse. 124

• Comprehensive experiments with DA-CDR and seven 125

baselines on six cross-domain recommendation and 126

ratings prediction tasks show that DA-CDR is the most 127

accurate. An ablation study further confirms the ne- 128

cessity and effectiveness of dual knowledge transfer in 129

DA-CDR. 130

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. 131

Section 2 overviews related work on cross-domain recom- 132

mender systems and adversarial transfer learning. Section 133

3 gives the formal problem definition and preliminaries. In 134

Section 4, we present the details of our proposed method 135

DA-CDR. Experiments on six real-world cross-domain rec- 136

ommendation tasks are presented in Section 5, followed by 137

the ablation study as well as parameters and complexity 138

analysis. The conclusion and future studies are presented in 139

Section 6. 140

2 RELATED WORK 141

In this section, we will firstly review cross-domain recom- 142

mender systems, and then present a literature survey about 143

adversarial transfer learning. 144

2.1 Cross-domain Recommender Systems 145

Recommender systems are developed to handle information 146

explosion and support users’ decisions in many areas [3]. 147

Recommender systems are designed to give users a list of 148

choices from a vast of items or services that they are dealing 149

with, and they have been dramatically developed due to 150

their wide application in industry [1]. CF-based recommen- 151

dation methods are proven to be promising due to their ef- 152

fectiveness, feasibility and ability to achieve personalization. 153

Recent developments in recommender systems indicate that 154

developing more accurate, secure and robust recommender 155

systems [18] as well as considering information from many 156

aspects [19]. Personalized recommendation has seen great 157

success in various application areas such as tourism rec- 158

ommendation for groups of users [20], small and medium 159

business partnership finding [21], user profiling [22], and 160

personalized healthcare recommendation [23]. 161

However, data sparsity remains a long-standing and 162

challenging issue that hinders the development of recom- 163

mender systems [24]. Cross-domain recommender systems 164

aim to alleviate the data sparsity problem and use the 165

information from a source domain which has relatively 166

sufficient data. One category of cross-domain recommender 167

systems take advantage of side information shared across 168

two domains such as social information [9]. In [8], cross- 169

domain recommendation is used to take advantage of ad- 170

ditional user reviews and item images to predict a user’s 171

preferences. Another category focuses on user-item interac- 172

tion data to extract the shared relationships between users or 173

items across two domains, including both shallow methods 174

based on matrix factorization and deep methods based on 175
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deep neural networks. Collective matrix factorization is176

proposed to apply joint matrix factorization (MF) or tri-177

factorization on both source and target domains with the178

same users [11], [25]. In this way, the user latent feature179

matrix is shared across two domains. Further, partial least180

squares regression (PLSR) is used in [26] to tackle the181

cross-domain recommendation problem by learning shared182

regression coefficients related to user latent factors. These183

MF-based cross-domain recommendation methods bridge184

two domains with a shared user/item latent matrix. The185

shared knowledge can also be non-linear and complex186

hyper-structures (HST) by matrix projection [27]. To bet-187

ter profile the different user behaviors on different do-188

mains and further refine the recommendation accuracy, MF-189

based cross-domain recommendation evolves to model both190

domain-shared and domain-specific knowledge. Low-rank191

and sparse cross-domain recommendation (LSCD) uses a192

low-rank matrix to capture the shared features of each user193

and a sparse matrix for domain-specific features in each194

domain [28]. Another cross-domain recommender system195

called CIT [12] uses domain adaptation methods to align196

and adjust user and item latent groups to extract consis-197

tent knowledge that can be applied to the target domain198

while keeping the domain-specific features in the target do-199

main. The shallow cross-domain recommendation methods200

mainly use the matrix factorization method, thus the user-201

item interaction is modeled by as a linear relationship. Com-202

pared with these, the proposed DA-CDR takes advantage of203

deep neural networks to deal with the interactions between204

users and items as a non-linear relationship with a better205

flexibility.206

In addition to shallow methods, deep learning-based207

cross-domain recommendation methods have emerged in208

recent years. Deep cross-domain recommendation methods209

are divided into two major classes: 1) for explicit feed-210

back and 2) for implicit feedback. The difference between211

these two types lies in the recommendation task. Usually,212

recommendation methods with explicit feedback focus on213

the task of rating prediction and recommendation meth-214

ods. On the other hand, recommendation methods with215

implicit feedback focus on the task of item ranking. Also,216

recommendation methods with implicit feedback need to217

conduct negative sampling for both training and test so that218

the evaluation is very different between these two types.219

For the first explicit type, a deep domain adaptation neural220

network (DARec) uses autoencoders to generate embedding221

to represent each user and interleave them to feed into a222

domain adaptation module for the shared user rating pat-223

terns [16]. On this basis, another study has proposed a deep224

sparse autoencoder prediction model based on adversarial225

learning (DSAP-AL) [29], which has extended the previ-226

ous work with inter-domain relationships. Further, a self-227

attention based autoencoder (AAM) is proposed to share228

user latent features as knowledge across domains in [13].229

These methods [13], [16], [29] cannot benefit both source and230

target domains together and these models are mostly two-231

stage embedding and mapping methods, not networks in an232

end-to-end fashion. The work in [17] called DDTCDR, which233

exploits user overlapping between two domains and uses234

this as a bridge to share knowledge to benefit both domains,235

is the most similar to ours. Our proposed method is different236

from [17] as we make no assumption on user/item overlap- 237

ping and did use additional user/item content information. 238

For the second type, CoNet is a representative method 239

which is a deep cross networks with cross-snitch in neural 240

network to transfer knowledge among domains [7], but it 241

is limited by the overlapping user assumption. A general 242

Bayesian neural network for cross-domain recommenda- 243

tion is proposed to incorporate auxiliary information to 244

assist user preference profile in domains where there is not 245

enough interaction data [30]. Similar to the first type, the 246

attention network is also used in [31] to extract domain- 247

shared features. A cross-domain recommendation method 248

is proposed to treat both domains as a dual target and 249

share embeddings across two domains [32]. However, the 250

above works cannot extract both user-side and item-side 251

features and take advantage of user-item interactions in 252

the knowledge transfer process. A graph neural network 253

is also used in cross-domain recommendation methods, 254

modelling user-item interactions as a bipartite graph. In [33], 255

a cross-domain graph factorization machine is proposed, 256

where latent features are shared across two domains for 257

the same user notes. A swapping strategy for overlapped 258

users in a graph convolutional network is proposed in [34]. 259

Similar work is proposed in [35], where bi-directional cross- 260

domain knowledge transfer is enabled within the graph 261

convolutional network. 262

Our proposed method falls in the type of cross-domain 263

recommendation methods using deep neural networks for 264

explicit feedback, i.e. for the rating prediction task. The 265

evaluation of the explicit and implicit feedback is different, 266

thus our proposed DA-CDR cannot be compared with meth- 267

ods which handle implicit feedback. In addition to these 268

above two types, there are also several other cross-domain 269

recommendation methods with different tasks. For example, 270

in [36], user privacy is also considered in two domains so 271

that user overlapping is not shared within the two domains. 272

In [37], cross-domain recommendation involves the task of 273

sequential recommendation, which is to predict the next 274

item with a sequence of the user’s previous behaviors. 275

Table 1 summarizes these aforementioned methods with 276

user/item overlapping, input data, the model used and the 277

domains in which the recommendation task is conducted. 278

2.2 Adversarial Transfer Learning 279

When data or labelled data is not enough in a domain 280

(target domain), it is difficult to build an accurate model or 281

even build a model in the target domain. Transfer learning 282

is to adopt the knowledge learned from source domains 283

and apply it appropriately to help building a more accurate 284

model in the target domain [38]. Due to the difference of the 285

marginal distribution of data samples and the conditional 286

probability distribution of the model, direct overlay of the 287

data or application of the model from the source domains 288

usually results in unsatisfying performances, and this is 289

where domain adaptation methods come in [39]. They are 290

widely studied and have shown to be highly competent 291

in various tasks in computer vision and natural language 292

processing [40]. Domain adaptation is able to minimize 293

the distribution across different domains and take different 294

views from multiple source domains to make them comple- 295

mentary to each other [41]. Domain adaptation techniques 296
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TABLE 1
Summary of related work.

user/item overlapping input model domain

all overlap partial non-overlap explicit implicit other infor shallow deep single target bi-direction

[6] × × × ×
[7] × × × ×
[8] × × × × ×
[9] × × × × ×
[10] × × × ×
[11] × × × ×
[12] × × × ×
[13] × × × ×
[14] × × × ×
[16] × × × ×
[17] × × × × ×
[23] × × × ×
[25] × × × ×
[26] × × × ×
[27] × × × ×
[28] × × × ×
[30] × × × ×
[31] × × × ×
[32] × × × ×
[33] × × × ×
[34] × × × ×
[35] × × × ×
[36] × × × ×
[37] × × × ×

DA-CDR × × × ×

are needed in cross-domain recommendation methods, es-297

pecially when the feature spaces across different domains298

contain large divergence.299

Adversarial learning is well known for generative mod-300

elling in Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [42],301

[43]. Recently, several issues of GANs such as the stability of302

training and model collapsing have been addressed, while303

some studies reveal that deep adversarial networks have304

the superior ability to acquire shared feature space with dis-305

crepancy between the source and target domains minimized306

[44], [45]. Furthermore, multi-adversarial domain adapta-307

tion approach has been proposed with a simple composition308

of multiple domain discriminators to enhance the distribu-309

tion matching process of different data distributions [46].310

The application of adversarial learning to recommender311

systems is also developed recently. An adversarial neural312

network for multimedia recommendation is developed in313

[47] to handle both product recommendation and image314

recommendation simultaneously. Another recommendation315

neural network [8] adopting an adversarial loss between316

users in the target domain with sparse data and the auxiliary317

information from users in another domain is developed318

to address the cold-start problem. Adversarial learning319

techniques can help to learn the domain-invariant features320

which can be shared across domains or treated as a bridge.321

However, the knowledge transfer is limited in only one322

side (user or item), and usually can only benefit the target323

domain with a dense source domain.324

3 PRELIMINARIES325

We first introduce notations used throughout this paper and326

formally define the problem. Then we introduce a basic327

autoencoder for collaborative filtering in a single domain328

as preliminary.329

3.1 Notations and Problem Definition330

In this paper, capital bold letters are used to denote ma-331

trixes. The relationship between users and items contains332

the user-item pair (u, i) and the corresponding rating ru,i.333

The random variables u and v are assumed to be indepen- 334

dent from each other. Any rating ru,i in the corresponding 335

rating matrix R is subject to ru,i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0} (“0” for 336

unobserved rating). We can denote an indicator matrix W 337

to represent whether each rating in R is observed or not. 338

The recommendation task is to generation prediction on the 339

unknown ratings in R to a fulfilled rating matrix R̂. We 340

denote the rating vector for user u (i.e., the uth row of the 341

rating matrix) as ru,∗. Similarly, the rating vector of an item 342

i (i.e., the ith column of the rating matrix) is denoted as r∗,i. 343

We consider the cross-domain recommendation problem 344

with a target domain under a sparse setting and a source 345

domain which has relative richer information. The problem 346

is formally defined: 347

Given a source domains S and a target domain T , each 348

domain contains a user set, an item set and a user-item rat- 349

ing matrix denoted as T = {U t, It,Rt}, S = {Us, Is,Rs}. 350

The cross-domain recommendation task is to predict the 351

missing observations in both Rs and Rt with the assistance 352

of data observed in these two matrixes. In our problem set- 353

ting, we assume that no overlapping on the user sets or the 354

item sets is observed and given, i.e. Us∩U t = ∅, Is∩It = ∅. 355

(In fact, there may exist some overlapping, but the corre- 356

spondence may be unavailable due to user privacy). 357

3.2 Preliminary of Autoencoder 358

Here we present a basic method, whose structures will 359

be used for feature extraction or rating reconstruction in 360

our proposed method. The basic method autoencoder (AE) 361

for collaborative filtering in a single domain includes an 362

encoder part as well as a decoder part [48]. We take the 363

rating vector of each user as the input and leverage an 364

encoder to map it into a low-dimensional feature space to 365

get the user latent representation hu,∗: 366

hu,∗ = g(w1ru,∗ + b1) (1)

Then we can predict unknown ratings by using a de- 367

coder to recover the rating vector: 368

r̂u,∗ = f(w2hu,∗ + b2) (2)
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Here, g(∗) and f(∗) are activation functions (e.g. ReLU
or sigmoid), and w1,w2 are the weights and b1, b2 are the
bias for the AE structure. There can be multiple hidden lay-
ers included in the AE structure if needed. Parameters can
be trained with back-propagation by solving the objective:

min ||W � (R̂−R)||2

where � denotes the element-wise product of matrixes.369

4 DEEP DUAL ADVERSARIAL NETWORK FOR370

CROSS-DOMAIN RECOMMENDATION371

DA-CDR is a deep dual adversarial network for cross-372

domain recommendation capable of learning both domain-373

specific and domain-shared features from both the user374

and the item sides as shown in Fig. 1. It is an end-to-375

end feed-forward neural network consisting of three dif-376

ferent kinds of components, where the information flows377

from partially observed user-item interaction rating vectors378

(input) to predicted ratings (output). The three kinds of379

components include the feature extractor part (four domain-380

specific encoders for domain-specific information preserv-381

ing, two domain-shared encoders for cross-domain knowl-382

edge transfer), the domain discriminator part (the gradient383

reverse layer along with the domain classifier), and the384

rating predictor part for both the source and the target385

domains.386

4.1 Feature Extractor Ge387

The feature extractor Ge with parameter set θe contains388

several encoders, i.e. Ge = {Esi , Eci , Eti , Etu, Ecu, Esu}. Sep-389

arate encoders in each domain are used to extract the390

low-dimensional latent factors for each user or item. Since391

the latent feature spaces between the source domain and392

the target domain are different, two kinds of encoders in393

one domain are needed: one is to extract domain-shared394

features, the other is to extract domain-specific features. We395

take the user-side as an example to explain the detailed396

structure. The item-side part is similar and omitted. The397

domain-shared feature vector csu′,∗ and ctu,∗ are extracted by398

alternately training on ratings in both domains (with inputs399

of rs∗,u and rt∗,u, user u for target and user u′ for source),400

which is similar to the previous methods assuming a shared401

latent feature space. We add an embedding layer before402

the domain-shared encoder’s hidden layer to adjust the403

input dimension before sharing. The domain-specific feature404

vector psu′,∗ of user u′ is obtained from his/her ratings rsu′,∗405

in the source, while similarly we obtain ptu,∗ from the target.406

To ensure the domain-specific feature subspace is different407

from the domain-shared feature subspace, we adopt a loss408

function with orthogonality constraint [15] to maximize the409

difference between these subspaces:410

Lud = ||(P t
u)
TCt

u||2F + ||(P s
u′)

TCs
u′ ||2F (3)

where (·)T indicates the transpose of a matrix, || · ||2F is411

the squared Frobenius norm. The rows of matrixes P t
u and412

P s
u′ are user domain-specific feature vectors ptu,∗ and psu′,∗,413

while rows of matrixes Ct
u and Cs

u′ are domain-shared fea-414

tures ctu,∗ and csu′,∗. We can extract both domain-specific and 415

shared features for item i and i′ with a similar constraint: 416

Lid = ||(P t
i )
TCt

i ||2F + ||(P s
i′)
TCs

i′ ||2F (4)

Therefore, the total different loss for the domain-specific and 417

shared latent features of dual sides is: 418

Ld = Lud + Lid (5)

4.2 Domain Discriminator Gc 419

The domain discriminator Gc = {Guc , Gic} with parameter 420

set θc contains two domain classifiers and gradient reverse 421

layers for dual sides, which aims to match the latent feature 422

spaces and enhance positive knowledge transfer through 423

adversarial training. For each side, the domain-shared en- 424

coder is trained to produce a feature vector that a classifier 425

cannot reliably decide which domain the vector is from, 426

while the domain classifier is trained to make accurate 427

discrimination. The adversarial training process is achieved 428

via a gradient reversal layer (GRL), which is placed between 429

the domain-shared encoder and the domain classifier. It 430

has different behaviors during the forward and backward 431

propagation processes, which acts as the identity function 432

for forward propagation, but reverses the gradient direction 433

for backward propagation: 434

G(x) = x (forward propagation)
∂G(x)/∂x = −λI (backward propagation)

(6)

where I is an identity matrix, λ is a hyper parameter and we 435

gradually change it from 0 to 1 during the training process. 436

The user-side domain classifier is trained for mapping 437

the shared feature vectors ctu,∗ and csu′,∗ to the predicted 438

domain label l̂u ∈ [0, 1], where 0 stands for the source 439

domain and 1 for the target domain, respectively. The do- 440

main adversarial similarity loss, i.e. the cross-entropy of the 441

domain labels, is applied as constrains on the shared feature 442

vectors [49]. After the adversarial training process, the user 443

latent feature space of the source domain is matched to the 444

target domain. As another important basis for recommenda- 445

tion tasks, the item latent feature spaces should be matched 446

as well, which is achieved in the same way. Through dual 447

adversarial training from both user and item sides, we max- 448

imally match the latent feature spaces to enhance positive 449

knowledge transfer. The loss for the dual sides domain 450

discrimination task can be written as: 451

Lc = −
|Ut|+|Us|∑
u=1

l̂u log lu + (1− l̂u) log(1− lu)

−
|It|+|Is|∑
i=1

l̂i log li + (1− l̂i) log(1− li)

(7)

where | ∗ | means the number of the user or item set. 452

4.3 MF Predictor Gp 453

We pose another question: can the source domain also 454

learn from the target domain at the same time? We can 455

make cross-domain recommendation for the source domain 456

and target domain collaboratively during one procedure. 457
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Fig. 1. The network structure of DA-CDR. The parts of the source domains are in red. The parts of the target domains are in purple and the
domain-shared part is in green. GRL refers to the gradient reversal layer. Figure best viewed in color.

The rating prediction is achieved by the MF predictor458

Gp = {Gsp, Gtp} with parameter set θsp, θ
t
p contains a deep459

MF structure. The user feature vectors and item feature460

vectors that combines both the domain-specific and the461

domain-shared features are fed into this module and output462

the predicted target rating vector. Dimension reduction is463

further achieved through a linear mapping and user vector464

utu,∗ for user u and item vector it∗,i for item i are obtained.465

The rating prediction is calculated by:466

r̂u,i = uu,∗ · i∗,i (8)

And the prediction loss for the target domain can be calcu-467

lated as:468

Lp = ||W � (R̂−R)||2 (9)

where W is the indicator matrix, and R̂ is the predicted469

rating matrix for the recommendation task in the target470

domain. Similarly, the source domain can be reconstructed471

by (9).472

The training procedure aims to collaboratively find both473

domain-specific and shared features through dual adversar-474

ial learning. It involves optimizing on the parameter sets475

θe of Ge to maximize the loss of the domain discriminator476

as well as minimize the loss of subspace orthogonality477

constraint (Ld), while the parameter sets θc are learned478

by minimizing the loss of Gc. In addition, the loss of the479

rating reconstructor and the MF predictor is also minimized.480

Overall, the total loss function for the proposed method DA-481

CDR is defined as482

L(θe, θp, θr, θc) = Ltp(θt, θe) + α · Lsp(θs, θe)
−β · Lc(θc, θe) + γ · Ld(θe)

(10)

where α, β and γ are trade-off parameters used to balance483

the contributions of the four components. The optimization 484

objective can be expressed as: 485

(θ̂e, θ̂t, θ̂s) = arg min
θe,θt,θs

L(θe, θp, θr, θc)

(θ̂c) = arg max
θc

L(θe, θt, θs, θc)
(11)

With the gradient reverse layers, the network parameters 486

can be optimized by stochastic gradient descent or its 487

variants through backward propagation in an end-to-end 488

manner. After training convergence, θ̂e, θ̂t, θ̂s, θ̂c will deliver 489

a saddle point of the overall loss function Eq. (10). 490

To write it as a whole, the DA-CDR can be summarized 491

as Algorithm 1. 492

5 EXPERIMENTS 493

The effectiveness of proposed DA-CDR is validated by 494

experiments with cross-domain recommendation tasks. This 495

section firstly introduce the datasets and evaluation metrics, 496

then the baselines and the experimental settings. Then we 497

show the comparison results of the empirical experiments 498

with observation discussion. The results of an ablation study 499

are presented to show the effectiveness of each component 500

in our proposed method. A parameter and complexity anal- 501

ysis is presented to conclude this section. 502

5.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics 503

Two real-world and public datasets, Douban1 and Amazon2
504

are used in experiments. 505

1. https://sites.google.com/site/erhengzhong/datasets
2. http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/Amazon/.
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Algorithm 1: DA-CDR

Input : S = {Us, Is,Rs}, the source domain;
T = {U t, It,Rt}, the target domain;
N , the number of training iterations.

Output: R̂s, the predicted rating matrix in source
domain;
R̂t, the predicted rating matrix in target

domain.
1 Randomly initialization
2 while epoch < N do
3 Randomly shuffle the training data
4 foreach u′ ∈ Us do
5 psu′,∗ ← Esu(r

s
u′,∗), c

s
u′,∗ ← Ecu(r

s
u′,∗)

6 l̂u(u
′)← Guc (c

s
u′,∗)

7 end
8 foreach u ∈ U t do
9 ptu,∗ ← Etu(r

t
u,∗), c

t
u,∗ ← Ecu(r

t
u,∗)

10 l̂u(u)← Guc (c
t
u,∗)

11 end
12 foreach i′ ∈ Is do
13 ps∗,i′ ← Esi (r

s
∗,i′), c

s
∗,i′ ← Eci (r

s
∗,i′)

14 l̂i(i
′)← Gic(c

s
∗,i′)

15 end
16 foreach i ∈ It do
17 pt∗,i ← Eti (r

t
∗,i), c

t
∗,i ← Eci (r

t
∗,i)

18 l̂i(i)← Gic(c
t
∗,i)

19 end
20 Calculate Ld by Eq. (3)-(5)
21 Calculate Lc by Eq. (6)
22 foreach (u′, i′) ∈ Rs do
23 r̂su′,i′ ← Gsp(p

s
u′,∗ ⊕ csu′,∗,p

s
∗,i′ ⊕ cs∗,i′)

24 end
25 Calculate Lsp by Eq. (9)
26 foreach (u, i) ∈ Rt do
27 r̂tu,i ← Gtp(p

t
u,∗ ⊕ ctu,∗,p

t
∗,i ⊕ ct∗,i)

28 end
29 Calculate Ltp by Eq. (9)
30 Calculate the overall loss function:

L = Ltp + α · Lsp − β · Lc + γ · Ld
31 Update the network parameters through back

propagation
32 end
33 return R̂s and R̂t

1) Douban: This dataset is crawled by [50] through API506

provided by Douban website. This dataset contains user507

ratings in three categories: movie, book and music.508

2) Amazon: This dataset is Amazon review data released509

in 2014 [51], which includes reviews, ratings and text510

spanning May 1996 to July 2014. Three categories are511

used in this paper: movies&TV, books and CDs&vinyl.512

Note that Amazon datasets contain many users who513

gave all the item the same rating, which means these514

user records will make no contribution for the recom-515

mendation task [12].516

In our experiments, we firstly want to test our proposed517

DA-CDR in two different scenarios: user overlapping and518

user non-overlapping. In the Douban dataset, we choose519

movie and book category and remove the users that are 520

non-overlapped. Then we split the overlapping users in two 521

equal groups, with their ratings in the movie category form 522

the “Douban movie 1” and “Douban movie 2” datasets. 523

The ratings of the two group users in book category form 524

the ‘Douban book 1” and “Douban book 2” datasets. In 525

each dataset, we remove the users and items that have 526

ratings less than 5 ratings. As a result, the users in “Douban 527

movie 1” and “Douban book 1” are user overlapping and 528

“Douban movie 1” and “Douban movie 2” are item over- 529

lapping. The users in “Douban movie 2” and “Douban 530

book 1” are non-overlapping. Similarly, we acquire “Ama- 531

zon book 1”, “Amazon book 2”, “Amazon movie 1” and 532

“Amazon movie 2”. These datasets with overlapping users 533

and overlapping items form the tasks 1-4 as follows. To 534

further test the performance of DA-CDR on cross-platform 535

scenario, task 5 is generated between datasets in both 536

Douban and Amazon. As a supplement, we consider task 537

6 and form a larger dataset with original dataset on music 538

and CD category in Douban and Amazon. The details of 539

each datasets used in the six tasks are shown in Table 2. The 540

six cross-domain recommendation tasks we designed are as 541

follows: 542

• Task 1: Douban movie 1↔ Douban book 1, user overlap 543

• Task 2: Douban movie 1 ↔ Douban movie 2, item over- 544

lap 545

• Task 3: Amazon book 1↔Amazon movie 1, user overlap 546

• Task 4: Amazon book 1↔ Amazon book 2, item overlap 547

• Task 5: Douban movie 1↔ Amazon movie 2, item over- 548

lap 549

• Task 6: Douban music↔ Amazon CD, item overlap 550

TABLE 2
Datasets.

Datasets Category #User #Item #Ratings Sparsity
Douban movie 1 8,938 12,961 874,791 0.9924

movie 2 8,939 11,872 818,438 0.9923
book 1 8,860 7,404 200,284 0.9969
music 11,653 10,453 585,018 0.9952

Amazon movie 1 7,450 9,236 57,015 0.9992
movie 2 7,516 9,495 59,322 0.9992
book 1 7,450 9,662 68,054 0.9991
book 2 7,516 9,583 67,405 0.9991
CD 13,794 26,108 302,356 0.9992

The datasets are split randomly with 70% as training set, 551

10% as validation set and 20% as test set. Mean Absolute 552

Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are used 553

as the evaluation metrics: MAE = 1
|T |

∑
u,i∈T |r̂u,i − ru,i|, 554

RMSE =
√

1
|T |

∑
u,i∈T (r̂u,i − ru,i)2, where T is the test set, 555

and |T | is the number of test ratings. Note that DA-CDR is 556

designed to deal with explicit feedback with the recommen- 557

dation task of rating prediction. It is not for the situation of 558

handling implicit feedbacks. In fact, encoders and decoders 559

are not good at dealing with only 0/1 information. Thus, 560

MRR and NDCG are impossible to calculate as they highly 561

rely on negative sampling, which is a different evaluation 562

protocol than the one conducted in this paper. 563
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5.2 Baselines and Experimental Settings564

We conduct comparison experiments on the above six tasks565

with our proposed method DA-CDR with seven recommen-566

dation baselines, which is summarized in Table 3:

TABLE 3
Baselines.

Baselines Shallow Methods Deep Methods

Single-domain KNN, SVD AutoRec, DMF
Cross-domain PLSR, HST, DARec, DDTCDR,

LSCD, CIT AAM, DSAP-AL

567

1) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [5] is a classic memory-568

based method using user-based CF with similarity cal-569

culated by cosine similarity;570

2) SVD [4] is a famous matrix factorization method, the571

most popular non-transfer shallow method;572

3) AutoRec [48] uses autoencoder to reconstruct the rat-573

ings either from the user-side or from the item-side;574

4) Deep Matrix Factorization (DMF) [6] is a deep CF575

method which uses multiple neural layers to extract576

non-linear relationship between users and items. But577

different from cross-entropy loss used in [6], DMF578

used in this paper focuses MSE loss and rating matrix579

reconstruction;580

5) PLSR [26] is a cross-domain recommendation method581

based on partial least squares regression;582

6) HST [27] is a cross-domain recommendation method583

that transfer non-linear knowledge represented by hy-584

per structure in rating matrices;585

7) LSCD [28] is a cross-domain recommendation method586

with low-rank and sparse CF;587

8) CIT [12] is a cross-domain recommender system588

based on matrix factorization. CIT maintains shared-589

knowledge by alignment of user and item latent groups590

on manifold.591

9) DARec [16] is a deep cross-domain recommendation592

method, which uses autoencoder combined with ad-593

versarial learning to transfer knowledge between the594

shared user rating patterns;595

10) DDTCDR [17] is a deep cross-domain recommendation596

method, which maps both user and item preferences597

with meta-data and retain relationship between users598

and items in the latent space;599

11) AAM [13] is a deep cross-domain recommendation600

methods, which uses autoencoders, multi-layer percep-601

tron and self-attention to fuse user latent factors from602

different domains;603

12) DSAP-AL [29] is a deep cross-domain recommendation604

method, which uses joint matrix factorization and ad-605

versarial learning to align user and item latent feature606

spaces.607

We use PyTorch to implement our method. All the other608

methods are from original code (if available) or rewritten to609

a PyTorch version based on the original paper. For the net-610

work structure of DA-CDR, we design two hidden layers for611

each encoder, three hidden layers for the domain classifier612

and three hidden layers for the MF predictor. All parameters613

are set according to the original paper and are fine-tuned.614

We use grid search strategy to tune the learning rate (from 615

0.0001 to 0.1), batch size (from 64 to 1024), latent factor 616

dimensions (from 10 to 150) to get their best performance. 617

We run experiments ten times and return the average value. 618

5.3 Experiment Results 619

Comparison results of our proposed DA-CDR method with 620

various baselines on the six tasks are shown in Table 4, 5 621

and 6. A significance analysis using T-test is conducted on 622

all pairs of experiments with the strongest baseline, which is 623

usually CIT, where an asterisk (*) is given to results that are 624

statistically significant, i.e. whose p-values are smaller than 625

0.01. Our proposed method DA-CDR performs best under 626

all the test configurations. We analyze the results as follows: 627

1) Comparison with non-transfer recommendation 628

methods. Overall, the cross-domain recommendation 629

methods perform better than the non-transfer meth- 630

ods, especially when the target domain is extremely 631

sparse. Our proposed method DA-CDR improves more 632

than 20% in terms of RMSE comparing with AutoRec, 633

while achieving around 5% improvement comparing 634

with DMF. The results prove the effectiveness of the 635

knowledge transfer since the proposed method DA- 636

CDR significantly outperformed all the non-transfer 637

learning baselines. 638

2) Comparison with shallow cross-domain recommen- 639

dation methods. PLSR is a MF-based cross-domain rec- 640

ommendation method which directly shares user/item 641

features across domains, thus it fails to provide recom- 642

mendations due to its ignorance of divergence between 643

domains. The weaknesses also happen to HST, although 644

HST explores hyper-structures and intends to use the 645

shared knowledge at a higher level. In addition to 646

these works, LSCD respectively models the domain- 647

shared and domain-specific features of users/items, 648

thus it achieves better performance in most of the cases. 649

CIT is the state-of-the-art shallow method and most 650

of the time achieves the best performance among all 651

the baselines. It works much better than other shallow 652

methods like KNN or SVD, while showing competitive 653

performance towards several deep learning methods. 654

Although CIT did not directly model domain-shared or 655

domain-specific features, it extracted consistent knowl- 656

edge from the two domains using domain adaptation 657

techniques. The consistent knowledge can be treated 658

as domain-shared knowledge, while domain-specific 659

knowledge is modeled in the final step while fitting 660

the data in the target domain. The better performance 661

proves the importance of eliminating differences be- 662

tween domains and keeping consistent knowledge dur- 663

ing the transfer learning process. Our proposed method 664

DA-CDR outperforms CIT on both RMSE and MAE 665

in all the six tasks, especially in the target domains 666

which have a higher sparsity ratio (on the Amazon 667

dataset). It’s because CIT achieves domain adaptation 668

by transferring the domain consistent knowledge only, 669

while DA-CDR combines both the domain-shared fea- 670

ture and the domain-specific feature to maximally use 671

the training data. 672
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TABLE 4
Overall comparison result on Tasks 1 and 2.

Task 1: overlap users Task 2: overlap items

movie book book book

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

KNN 0.6345 0.7988 0.6478 0.8144 0.6478 0.8144 0.6766 0.8608
SVD 0.8988 1.2040 0.7598 1.0019 0.7598 1.0019 0.6573 0.8570
AutoRec 0.6553 0.8547 0.6322 0.8225 0.6322 0.8225 0.6587 0.8520
DMF 0.6351 0.7982 0.6013 0.7571 0.6145 0.7723 0.6195 0.7819

PLSR 0.7542 0.9358 0.6478 0.8280 0.6471 0.8287 0.6639 0.8637
HST 0.7536 0.9339 0.6473 0.8286 0.6595 0.8556 0.6473 0.8286
LSCD 0.6623 0.8409 0.6357 0.8077 0.5901 0.7465 0.6039 0.7715
CIT 0.6173 0.7794 0.6007 0.7492 0.5997 0.7494 0.6138 0.7718
DARec 0.7421 0.9521 0.6946 0.8856 0.6659 0.8482 0.6322 0.7990
DDTCDR 0.7523 0.9333 0.6456 0.8279 0.6461 0.8281 0.6621 0.8555
AAM 0.7431 0.9278 0.6524 0.8275 0.6444 0.8159 0.6554 0.8369
DSAP-AL 0.7539 0.9341 0.6474 0.8287 0.6474 0.8287 0.6600 0.8568
Dual-CDR 0.6053* 0.7662* 0.5796* 0.7286* 0.5837* 0.7354* 0.5804* 0.7326*

3) Comparison with deep cross-domain recommenda-673

tion methods. DARec is one of the state-of-the-art674

methods that combines the adversarial domain adap-675

tation method. But it does not perform well because676

it only considers knowledge from either user-side or677

item-side information of the source domain. In that678

case, the model cannot fully use the data in the source679

domain and fail to extract effective knowledge. DSAP-680

AL is similar to DARec, but with added inter-domain681

user similarities as constraints. However, its perfor-682

mance cannot be guaranteed as shown in our experi-683

ments. Since DSAP-AL is not an end-to-end network684

but a combination of deep neural networks and MF,685

thus it can be the reason that the combination is not686

stable. AAM uses self-attention networks to align the687

shared user/item features across two domains, thus688

it does not consider the domain-shared and domain-689

specific features. The experiment results show that the690

self-attention mechanism is not as effective as adver-691

sarial learning. DDTCDR achieves better performance692

than DARec and is able to benefit both source and target693

domain by transferring knowledge with a transfer rate.694

However, it took advantage of the user/item additional695

information, which in common cases is unavailable,696

we use the latent features extracted by AutoRec to697

be used as additional information. Also, when DARec698

and DDTCDR transfers knowledge from the user-side699

it asks for a user alignment which may lead to user700

information leakage and privacy concerns, which re-701

flects in a cross platform scenario such as Task 5 and702

6. Such weaknesses are overcome by our proposed703

method which effectively transfer the domain-shared704

knowledge from both the user-side and the item-side705

simultaneously.706

As shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6, our proposed method707

DA-CDR outperforms all the baselines, and its performance708

remains stable on different datasets under various sparse709

settings. By transferring knowledge from both user-side710

and item-side collaboratively, our proposed method DA-711

CDR can effectively learn useful knowledge from the source712

domain, which is also quite sparse. Another advantage of713

our method is that is can benefit both domains by building 714

a knowledge bridge between the source and the target 715

domains while other methods need to to be conducted twice 716

to reach that goal. 717

We further compare all the baselines with our method on 718

the average results in the three different categories: movie, 719

book and music. No matter it is the source or target domain 720

in the original Task 1-6, the average results are reported in 721

Fig. 2. The results show that DA-CDR has again achieved 722

the best performance in all the three categories. 723

To ensure that the trained latent user and item features 724

from the source and the target domain are similar and 725

properly aligned by adversarial learning, we use t-SNE [52] 726

to visualize both the user and item latent features. Fig. 727

3(a) shows the user latent features of source domain (blue) 728

and target domain (red) at the beginning of the training 729

process. Fig. 3(b) shows user latent features at the end of 730

the training process. Similarly, Fig. 3(c-d) shows the item 731

feature distributions before and after alignment. The figure 732

suggests that the user latent features and item latent features 733

are aligned after adversarial learning and the divergence of 734

the distributions is decreased after alignment. Therefore, we 735

can come to a conclusion that our proposed DA-CDR is able 736

to effectively match the latent features of both user-side and 737

item-side. 738

5.4 Ablation Study 739

To test the effectiveness of each component in our pro- 740

posed network, we analyze their impacts via an ablation 741

(a) Average results on MAE. (b) Average results on RMSE.

Fig. 2. Average results in three categories: movie, book and music.
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TABLE 5
Overall comparison result on Tasks 3 and 4.

Task 3: overlap users Task 4: overlap items

book movie movie movie

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

KNN 0.8482 1.1415 0.8963 1.2191 0.8963 1.2191 0.9103 1.2395
SVD 0.8127 1.0967 0.8338 1.1569 0.8338 1.1569 0.8180 1.1099
AutoRec 0.9108 1.1988 0.9448 1.2445 0.9448 1.2445 0.9028 1.1891
DMF 0.8105 1.0261 0.8793 1.1267 0.9989 1.2425 1.0089 1.2523

PLSR 0.8048 1.0518 0.9211 1.1935 0.9191 1.1822 0.9259 1.2031
HST 0.8093 1.0528 0.9292 1.1851 0.9260 1.1839 0.9322 1.1935
LSCD 0.7993 1.0424 0.9147 1.1739 0.9144 1.1715 0.9162 1.1739
CIT 0.7889 1.0008 0.8717 1.1106 0.8693 1.1090 0.8773 1.1186
DARec 0.9197 1.1886 0.9062 1.1841 0.9594 1.2947 0.8700 1.1369
DDTCDR 0.8099 1.0533 0.9229 1.1827 0.9240 1.1825 0.9335 1.1933
AAM 0.8185 1.0448 0.9415 1.1705 0.9472 1.1759 0.9233 1.1602
DSAP-AL 0.8047 1.0516 0.9190 1.1821 0.9190 1.1821 0.9235 1.1926
Dual-CDR 0.7760* 0.9935* 0.8278* 1.0678* 0.8499* 1.0891* 0.8287* 1.0754*

TABLE 6
Overall comparison result on Tasks 5 and 6.

Task 5: movie Task 6: music

Douban Amazon Douban Amazon

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

KNN 0.5923 0.7344 0.8156 1.1299 0.6347 0.7999 0.9103 1.2395
SVD 0.6597 0.8928 0.7449 1.1599 0.8117 1.0827 0.8204 1.1137
AutoRec 0.5981 0.7893 0.8513 1.1579 0.6419 0.8412 0.9728 1.2913
DMF 0.5411 0.6805 0.7306 0.9705 0.8914 1.1319 0.8947 1.1344

PLSR 0.6464 0.7852 0.8223 1.2667 0.8474 1.0863 0.9249 1.1937
HST 0.6473 0.7896 0.8730 1.1127 0.7540 0.9382 0.9316 1.1937
LSCD 0.5812 0.7204 0.8179 1.0525 0.6727 0.8553 0.9211 1.1871
CIT 0.5479 0.6896 0.7391 0.9932 0.6185 0.7807 0.8744 1.1162
DARec 0.5626 0.7143 0.7381 0.9999 0.6241 0.7879 0.8574 1.1332
DDTCDR 0.6461 0.7854 0.8730 1.1111 0.7535 0.9366 0.9301 1.1934
AAM 0.5953 0.7328 0.8674 1.1089 0.7299 0.9061 0.9317 1.1701
DSAP-AL 0.6470 0.7856 0.8728 1.1111 0.7537 0.9362 0.9235 1.1926
Dual-CDR 0.5311* 0.6737* 0.6778* 0.9323* 0.6142* 0.7798* 0.8270* 1.0744*

(a) User before. (b) User after. (c) Item before. (d) Item after.

Fig. 3. Visualization on the user/item latent feature distribution before
and after adversarial learning (best viewed in color). The figures show
the difference of user-side (a-b) and item-side (c-d) latent features.
Source domain data is shown in blue and target domain is in red.

study. We construct two variants to test the effectiveness742

of dual knowledge transfer: 1) User-only: the variant trans-743

fers knowledge only from the user-side. We drop out the744

shared item part and use the item latent features each745

learnt from their own domain. 2) Item-only: the variant746

transfers knowledge only from the item-side. For these two747

variants, we only take advantage of knowledge transfer for748

either the user perspective or the item perspective. 3) Share-749

only: the variant transfers knowledge with only domain-750

shared parts and ignores the domain-specific parts, i.e., 751

ps∗,i′ ,p
t
∗,i,p

s
∗,u′ ,p

t
∗,u are ignored. 4) Specific-only: the vari- 752

ant ignores the domain-shared parts including the domain 753

discriminators and shared encoders. 5) DA-CDR-recon: To 754

further test the effectiveness of the MF predictor, we use a 755

rating constructor as a substitute and test its performance. 756

The rating reconstructor contains two decoders D i and 757

D u, and the reconstructed the rating vectors are the av- 758

erage of both the user-side and item-side. For the user-side, 759

we combine the domain-specific feature vector pu′,∗ and the 760

domain-shared feature vector cu′,∗ to get the user feature 761

vector before putting them into the source rating predictor. 762

The item feature vectors are obtained similarly. Together the 763

rating reconstructor for the dual sides of the source domain 764

are trained by optimizing the reconstruction loss: 765

Lr = ||W�(R̂u′ −R)||2 + ||W�(R̂i′ −R)||2 (12)

where W is the indicator matrix , and R̂u′ is the recon- 766

structed rating matrix from the user-side and R̂i′ is the one 767

from the item-side. 768

As shown in Fig. 4, we can observe that our proposed 769

DA-CDR consistently outperforms the user-only and item- 770
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(a) Task 1: MAE (b) Task 1: RMSE

Fig. 4. Results of ablation study in Task 1.

only in terms of both RMSE and MAE, which reveals the771

effectiveness of the dual adversarial learning from both772

sides. The performance of the specific-only variant is quite773

poor since there is actually no knowledge sharing between774

two domains but it can be degraded to single-domain775

recommendation. The performance of share-only is slightly776

worse than the DA-CDR, showing that the domain-specific777

features are useful for modelling the user/item features.778

Note that the variant DA-CDR-recon is a two-sided version779

of baseline DARec, but the results show that its performance780

is even worse than DARec. Since the reconstruction is the781

average of user-based and item-based reconstructed rating782

vectors, this variant cannot handle the two-sided informa-783

tion very well.784

5.5 Parameters and Complexity Analysis785

The most important parameter in the proposed method786

is the parameters α, β, γ and the dimension of the latent787

feature in each part of the network. We analyze the param-788

eters α, β, γ in the range of [0.2, 2], [0.02, 0.2] and [0.2, 2]789

respectively. Fig. 5 shows the impact of the number of the790

latent feature dimension in DA-CDR. We choose the latent791

dimension as 100 during the experiment process.792

We update the parameters using the target domain data793

and the source domain data in turns during training. The794

learning procedure is similar to DARec but less time con-795

suming, because our methods are built in an end-to-end796

manner instead of several separate structures [16]. Overall,797

the entire network can be efficiently trained by backward798

propagation with mini-batch Adam optimization. We show799

the loss (RMSE) of training set (red), validation set (yellow)800

and test set (blue) of the source domain and the target801

domain of Tasks 1 and 2 in Fig. 6 to show its convergence.802

Complexity analysis for DA-CDR and other baselines are803

shown in Table 7. For simplicity, only main steps of each804

method is calculated and the calculation is with recommen-805

dation on the target domain. The ms and ns are the number806

of users and items in the source domain while ns and nt are807

for the target. hs and ht are the number of observed ratings808

in the source and the target domain. L is the number of809

layers in neural network, k is the number of latent features,810

and T is the number of epoch in each method.811

6 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY812

In this paper, we propose a novel deep dual adversarial813

network for cross-domain recommendation, named DA-814

(a) Task 1(α) (b) Task 1(β)

(c) Task 1(γ) (d) Task 1(latent feature)

Fig. 5. Parameter analysis of α, β, γ and the number of latent features
in Task 1.

(a) Task 1 (b) Task 2

Fig. 6. Epoch-loss in Tasks 1 and 2 (best viewed in color).

CDR. It aims to solve three challenging issues: how to 815

maximally match the latent feature spaces of both users and 816

items between the source and the target domains to enhance 817

positive knowledge transfer; how to model user preference 818

by user-item interactions and how to enable a two-way 819

cross-domain recommendation that benefit both the source 820

and the target domains. Compared with existing works, DA- 821

CDR can simultaneously extract domain-specific features 822

for each domain as well as domain-shared features from 823

both the user-side and the item-side to achieve better per- 824

formance in cross-domain recommendation. It shows great 825

superiority compared with those methods that only rely on 826

TABLE 7
Complexity analysis on DA-CDR and baselines.

Methods Computational Complexities

KNN O(mt
2)

SVD O((mt + nt) ∗ k ∗ T )
AutoRec O(mt ∗ L ∗ k ∗ T )
DMF O(ht ∗ L ∗ k ∗ T )
DARec O((ms +mt) ∗ L ∗ k ∗ T )
DDTCDR O((hs + ht) ∗ L ∗ k ∗ T )
CIT O((ms + ns +mt + nt) ∗ k ∗ T )
DA-CDR O((hs + ht) ∗ L ∗ k ∗ T )
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shared information from a single perspective (either user-827

side or item-side). Extensive experiments on six tasks with828

real-world datasets show that DA-CDR can outperform829

seven state-of-the-art baselines in terms of RMSE and MAE.830

Moreover, the advantage of DA-CDR is that it can effectively831

achieve two-way knowledge transfer to benefit both the832

source domain and the target domain simultaneously.833

For future work, we are developing a cross-domain834

recommender system to provide users with personalized835

healthcare services based on data from multiple sources836

including both genetic information and phenotype data.837

Our current work can be extended to more general scenarios838

where the user-item interaction records are heterogeneous839

(e.g., implicit feedback vs. explicit feedback). The multi-task840

recommendation and the cross-domain recommendation841

tasks with multiple sources [53] are also worth in-depth842

investigations.843
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